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The main objective of this work is the preparation of decorative zirconium oxynitride, ZrOxNy, thin
films by dc reactive magnetron sputtering. Film properties were analyzed as a function of the
reactive gas flow and were correlated with the observed structural changes. Measurements showed
a systematic decrease in the deposition rate with the increase of the reactive gas flow and revealed
three distinct modes: �i� a metallic mode, �ii� a transition mode �subdivided into three zones�, and
�iii� an oxide mode. The measurements of target potential were also consistent with these changes,
revealing a systematic increase from 314 to 337 V. Structural characterization uncovered different
behaviors within each of the different zones, with a strong dependence of film texture on the oxygen
content. These structural changes were also confirmed by resistivity measurements, whose values
ranged from 250 to 400 �� cm for low gas flows and up to 106 �� cm for the highest flow rates.
Color measurements in the films revealed a change from bright yellow at low reactive gas flows to
red brownish at intermediate flows and dark blue for the films prepared at the highest flows.
Hardness measurements gave higher values for the region where larger grain sizes were found,
showing that the grain growth hardening effect is one of the main parameters that can help explain
the observed behavior. Also the peak intensity ratio and the residual stress states were found to be
important factors for explaining this behavior. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.1990261�

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years an emergent field of research in-
volving the so-called decorative thin films is gaining more
and more importance. Colored films on high-quality con-
sumer products are supposed to provide both scratch resis-
tance and protection against corrosion, while enhancing their
appearance due to surface attractive colorations. Regarding
the apparent colorations of thin films, one must distinguish
between the inherent colorations �e.g., nitrides, carbonitrides,
or borides� and apparent colorations due to interference ef-
fects �e.g., transparent oxide or ultrathin absorbing films�.1

Since the apparent colorations of interference films are pri-
marily influenced by their thickness,2 their use appears to be
a less suitable choice as decorative coatings. However, the
increasing demand for low-cost products and reduced mate-
rial resources is moving research towards the development of

deposition procedures that will provide the basis for different
colored films, with minimum use of resources. In this sense,
the continuous change in deposition procedures, such as ma-
terial targets and/or reactive gas changes, to obtain different
colored films is c1early not suitable.

Recently, a c1ass of materials, the metal oxynitrides thin
films, MeOxNy �Me=early transition metal�,1,3–7 is gaining
importance in several technological applications. These are
also being investigated for decorative applications. Their rel-
evance arises from the fact that the presence of oxygen al-
lows the tailoring of film properties between those of metal-
lic nitrides, MeN, and those of the correspondent insulating
oxides, MeOx. Tuning the oxide/nitride ratio allows one to
tune the band gap, bandwidth, and crystallographic order be-
tween oxide and nitride and hence the electronic and optical
properties of materials, including color.

The main purpose of this work consists of the prepara-
tion of colored films, based on single-layered zirconium ox-
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ynitrides, ZrOxNy. Elucidating the relationship between color
and the corresponding physical, structural, and mechanical
properties is an important goal of this work.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

ZrOxNy thin films were deposited onto high-speed steel
�AISI M2�, stainless-steel �AISI 316�, and single-crystal sili-
con �100� substrates by reactive dc magnetron sputtering in a
laboratory-size deposition system.8 It consisted of two verti-
cally opposed rectangular magnetrons �unbalanced of type
2�, in a closed field configuration.9 The films were prepared
with the substrate holder positioned at 70 mm in all runs,
using a dc density of 100 A m−2 on the zirconium target
�99.6 at. % �. A gas atmosphere composed of argon �working
gas� and nitrogen � oxygen �19:1 ratio� reactive mixture was
used for the depositions. The Ar flow was kept constant at
55 SCCM �standard cubic centimeter per minute� and the
mixed reactive gas flow rate varied from 4 to 17.5 SCCM.
The working pressure was approximately constant at 0.4 Pa
and the substrates were grounded. The pumping speed was
adjusted for 356 l / s. The atomic composition of the as-
deposited samp1es was measured by Rutherford backscatter-
ing spectroscopy �RBS� using a 2-MeV He+ beam as well as
1.4- and 2-MeV proton beams to increase the accuracy in the
oxygen signals. The analyzed area was about 0.5
�0.5 mm2. In addition, for some samples, particle-induced
x-ray emission �PIXE� measurements were performed to
check for impurities. Ball crater tests were used to measure
the thickness of the samples. In order to examine the film
structure, x-ray-diffraction �XRD� experiments were under-
taken in a Philips PW 1710 apparatus, using Cu K� radia-
tion. Glancing incidence x-ray-diffraction �GIXRD-�=2° �
experiments were also performed on some selected samples,
where the phase indexing revealed some doubts. Electrical
resistivity was deduced from sheet resistance measurements
at room temperature, using the four-point probe method. The
characterization of film’s color was computed using a com-
mercial MINOLTA CM-2600d portable spectrophotometer
�wavelength range: 400–700 nm�, using diffused illumina-
tion at an 8° viewing angle. The spectrophotometer was
equipped with a 52-mm diameter integrating sphere and
three pulsed xenon lamps. Color specification was computed
under the standard CIE illuminant D65 �specular component
excluded� and represented in the CIELAB 1976 color
space.10,11 Film’s hardness and Young’s modulus were deter-
mined from the loading and unloading curves, carried out
with an ultralow load-depth sensing Berkovich nanoindenter
from CSM Instruments �Switzerland�. Poisson’s ratio of 0.3
was used for the calculations. The maximum load used was
30 mN, with a loading time of 30 s, holding 30 s, and un-
loading in 30 s, producing an average number of 15 inden-
tations per sample. The residual stresses were calculated us-
ing Stoney’s equation,12 after measuring the parabolic
deflections of the thin substrates �AISI 316� by laser triangu-
lation, before and after deposition of the films.

III. RESULTS

The film thicknesses ranged from 3 to 4 �m and their
oxygen and nitrogen contents �normalized to the zirconium
content� will be noted in the text as x and y, respectively. The
variation of the deposition rate with the reactive gas flow is
plotted in Fig. 1. The figure shows that the evolution of the
deposition rate can be divided into three different modes �re-
gimes�: �i� a metallic mode, �ii� a transition mode �which is
subdivided in three distinct zones�, and �iii� an oxide mode.
The distinct zones within the transition mode are directly
correlated with the structural features of the films. The first
regime—metallic mode—includes the group of samples pre-
pared with reactive gas flows from 4 to 5.5 SCCM, with an
atomic ratio of nonmetallic to metallic atoms, �N+O� /Zr,
lower than and close to 1, exhibiting color appearances from
metallic color towards light silver yellow, which is charac-
teristic of sub-stoichiometric zirconium nitride films, ZrNx.
In these low reactive gas flows, the sputtering process is in
the metallic regime, resulting in higher deposition rates. For
reactive gas flows between 5.5 and 15 SCCM there is a tran-
sition mode, which can be divided in three distinct zones, the
transition zones I, II, and III, as it will be shown later by
different analyses. In these transition zones, the deposition
rate decreases continuously and tends to stabilize at the high-
est flow rates—the oxide mode. It is important to note that
the transition zone I �reactive gas flows from 5.5 up to
7 SCCM� includes the ZrN film �prepared with 6.5 SCCM of
pure nitrogen reactive gas�, which can be associated with the
transition regime between the metallic and compound re-
gimes in the hysteresis cycle of pure nitrides.13 Additionally,
the samples change color from light gold to brownish yellow.
The existence of the transition zone II �reactive gas flows
between 7 and 11 SCCM� and III �from 11 up to 15 SCCM�
is a consequence of the increasing oxygen content of the
films. This influence of the oxygen content in the films will
be analyzed in more detail later, as well its influence in the
other scanned properties. The progressive decrease of the
deposition rate within these transition zones is a consequence
of the well-known poisoning effect of the target by both

FIG. 1. Variation of the deposition rate of the ZrOxNy films as a function of
the reactive gas flow. The figure also shows the amount of oxygen, nitrogen,
and their sum �normalized to the amount of zirconium�. The solid circles
correspond to the deposition rate.
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reactive gases.2 Both zirconium nitride and oxide layers form
at the surface of the Zr target. Since the sputtering yield of
both compounds is lower than that of Zr, a decrease in the
deposition rate is expected. From this increasing poisoning,
the deposition rate falls from �6.5 to �3 �m/h. The evo-
lution of the deposition rate with the reactive gas flow is also
well correlated with the change of the concentration of non-
metallic elements, x+y, as can be seen in Fig. 1. The metal-
loid content is lower than 1 for the depositions performed in
the metallic mode, increasing to about 1 in the transition
zone I, to about 1.2 in the transition zone II, and finally rises
to about 1.4, when going from transition zone III to the films
deposited at highest reactive gas flows �oxide mode�. The
above-mentioned target poisoning effect, based on measure-
ments of the Zr target potential, is shown in Fig. 2. For very
low reactive gas flows, all the available gas is consumed and
the target potential is roughly constant �UZr varies from
314 to 318 V�, corresponding to the metallic mode regime.
With an increase in the reactive gas flow, the target potential
progressively rises up to a value close to 337 V, then re-
mains constant for the highest flows, which corresponds to
the regime of target poisoning. It is worth of mentioning that
the value of target potential for “pure” ZrN was 314 V,
which does not follow the growth tendency, due to the ab-
sence of oxygen in the reactive gas during its preparation.
The presence of oxygen in the oxynitride samples is certainly
a factor that has to be taken into account, since this element
affects the sample behavior.

In order to understand the mechanisms of chemical re-
actions occurring within the different sputtering modes, a
detailed structural characterization was carried out. Figure 3
shows the x-ray-diffraction patterns for the samples prepared
within the different sputtering modes, where the differences
in preferential orientation within each of the zones are
clearly visible. For the metallic mode regime, the films crys-
tallize in a B1–NaCl crystal structure, typical for ZrN. Simi-
lar behavior was observed in transition zone I, although the
peak intensity ratio, I�200� / �I�111�+I�200�� in Fig. 4, is in-
creasing. Hence, indicating some preferential crystalline
growth change. This preferred orientation change occurs for

the films prepared in intermediate zone II, where the �200�
becomes the dominant growth. The effect of the increasing
reactive gas and the amount of oxygen �and the correspon-
dent variation in the deposition rate, Fig. 1� is a parameter
that influences this variation.

In the literature there are several references to similar
texture changes. Wu et al.14 showed that ZrN films �stoichio-
metric and substoichiometric� grow preferentially �111� ori-
ented, even on different types of substrates. The change of
growth direction towards �100� at a high nitrogen partial
pressure was also reported by Ramana et al.,15 Gall et al.,16

FIG. 2. Variation of the zirconium target potential as a function of the
reactive gas flow.

FIG. 3. XRD and GIXRD patterns for five different ZrOxNy films. The
vertical lines indicate the diffraction peak position of the reference ZrN
phase.

FIG. 4. Variation of the peak intensity ratio and lattice parameter in the films
from metallic and intermediate zones I and II, as a function of the reactive
gas flow.
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and Shin et al.17 Several models for preferred orientation
changes in the sputtered metallic nitride films, MeN �Me
=Ti, Zr, Cr, etc.�, have been extensively discussed in the
literature.18–21 Pelleg et al.22 and Oh and Je23 proposed that
the preferred orientation in these metallic nitrides is deter-
mined by a competition between the two thermodynamic pa-
rameters, the tendency to decrease the surface energy and the
tendency to decrease the strain energy. Since the �200� planes
are associated with the lowest surface energy, a �100� orien-
tation should then be observed at low residual stress
conditions.4 However, these parameters cannot explain them-
selves all the behaviors, since for some cases of low reactive
gas flows, there are also small values of stress for the films
exhibiting a �111� orientation.4 Mahieu et al.24 stated that this
change from �111� to �100� can also be the result of distinct
growth modes, such as the microstructure changes from zone
T to zone I, according to Thornton’s zone model.25 These
changes were also reported in our previous works as a result
of the increasing gas flow.4

The �100� orientation within the intermediate zone II is
decreasing continuously as can be seen from the peak inten-
sity ratio �Fig. 4�. In fact, for a reactive gas flow of
11 SCCM, this parameter is already below 0.4, which shows
that the films are mostly randomly oriented. Also the lattice
parameter is decreasing significantly within this region. This
reduction of lattice parameter is in good agreement with the
evolution of the residual stresses �Fig. 5�, which follows the
same behavior. Indeed, the evolution of the film structure is
dependent on the lattice defect formation, such as the oxygen
interstitials/substitutions, and the type of crystalline phases
�nitride/oxide/oxynitride� that are formed. Moreover, the
high residual stresses cannot be attributed to ion bombard-
ment, since the samples were grounded during its prepara-
tion. The reason might be in the insertion of oxygen atoms in
the ZrN lattice in interstitial �tetrahedrical� positions. How-
ever, the insertion of oxygen atoms only happens for low �or
intermediate� oxygen content, where in the presence of ther-
modynamic and kinetic constraints the probability of having
oxygen atoms as nearest neighbors to the Zr atoms in the
ZrN arrangements is relatively high. Increasing the oxygen

content, the concentration of oxygen atoms increases, in-
creasing also the probability of having other oxygen atoms as
nearest neighbors, and thus favoring the formation of oxide
phases, or other phases, rather than those oxygen-doped ni-
tride phases. This will also decrease the ZrN fcc lattice pa-
rameters as well as the residual stress states.

Regarding the x-ray diffractograms for the films pre-
pared with reactive gas flows between 11 and
15 SCCM—transition zone III—the results suggest that the
development of a crystalline structure that does not match
with that of fcc ZrN. The peak located at 2��32.2° presents
a shift from the �111� reference ZrN of about 2°. The results
from glancing geometry experiments further attested this be-
havior, while a very broad peak around 56° also appeared.
One possibility is that this could be the result of the forma-
tion of an oxygen-doped zirconium nitride phase �also with
possible nitrogen interstitials�, resulting in a structure close
to that of Zr3N4.26 The diffraction peak at 2��32.2° would
then correspond to the �320� plane of that doped Zr3N4-type
structure or even to a mixture of several peaks predicted in
this region for this structure. The peak at 2��56° could
relate or be a mixture of diffraction peaks predicted for the
Zr3N4-type structure16 in the region 2�=54° –56°. Several
authors have already indicated the shift of the �111� peak of
the ZrN �NaCl-type phase� towards smaller angles for the
films prepared with high nitrogen flows,16,27–30 which re-
sulted in the development of a poorly crystallized Zr3N4

phase. In the case presented here, the reduced number of
diffraction peaks does not allow any further conclusions
about the exact nature of the crystalline phase to be made.
Furthermore, the flow rate used for the preparation of pure
ZrN was about 6.5 SCCM, and in the case of the films from
transition zone III, the reactive gas flows used were between
11 and 15 SCCM �more than twice that of pure ZrN�. It was
also seen, in Fig. 1, that the amount of N+O elements in this
third zone is about 1.4, with an amount of nitrogen close to
1.1 �less than that normally present for the development of
the Zr3N4 phase,16,27–30 but similar to pure nitrogen reactive
atmospheres�. This means that if that phase is developed, it
probably involves oxygen. In fact, when preparing the ZrNx

films with amounts of reactive gas �pure nitrogen�, such as
those of the reactive gas mixture used within this transition
zone III �between 11 and 15 SCCM�, the only phase ob-
served was the one related to ZrN, which means that the
oxygen content is ruling this phase transition. According to
some authors, this Zr3N4 phase �orthorhombic� is formed as
a result of cell expansion by incorporation of nitrogen �and
oxygen� atoms in interstitial positions.26,31–33 Other authors
have described it as a relaxed NaCl structure with some Zr
vacancies.27,28

For the films deposited in the oxide mode �with reactive
gas flows higher than 15 SCCM�, there is another structural
change, but again, the reduced number of visible diffraction
peaks does not allow a detailed and conclusive analysis.
Nevertheless, the diffraction peak at 2��30.1° could corre-
spond to the �011� planes of a tetragonal zirconium oxide,
ZrO2, or the �111� planes of a cubic zirconium oxide
structure.34 The diffraction peak at 2��31.3° could be as-
signed to the �111� planes of a zirconium oxide monoclinic-

FIG. 5. Film residual stress evolution as a function of the reactive gas flow.
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type structure. The possibility of the development of a zirco-
nium oxide orthorhombic structure should also be
considered, which would then result from the evolution of
that oxygen-doped Zr3N4 phase towards an oxide-type one
�with possible nitrogen inclusions�. The diffraction peak at
2��30.1° would then correspond to the �111� planes. Again,
the preparation of pure zirconium oxide, ZrOx, films with
increasing oxygen content led to the development of similar
mixture of oxide phases, but with higher oxygen flows. This
indicates that nitrogen is also influencing the phase evolu-
tion, even in this oxide mode. Although the formation of
amorphous oxides structures is very often found, several au-
thors claim the formation of both monoclinic and tetragonal
oxide phases in the oxide sputtering regime.35–37 These dis-
tinct behaviors in the transition zone III and the oxide mode
regime is also seen from Fig. 2, where the target potential
grows steadily up to 15 SCCM, the region of the oxygen-
doped Zr3N4 region, stabilizing for higher flows, the oxide
regime.

In order to follow these structural transitions, XRD peak
simulation and grain size evaluation, by integral breadth,
were carried out �Fig. 6�. The results show that the films
within transition zone II have larger grains, while the films
within transition zone III and in the oxide mode show the
smallest ones, revealing an increasing tendency for the films
to become amorphous with growing oxygen content �increas-
ing of reactive gas flow�. The amount of oxygen is also an
important factor for the changes occurring in transition zones
I and II. In fact, when preparing the nitride films �only nitro-
gen in the reactive gas�, the transition from �111� to �200�
growth with increasing gas flow was followed by a decrease
in grain size. Similar behavior is also reported in the
literature.16 In the case of the oxynitrides reported here, this
transition is followed by an increase in grain size �Fig. 6�,
showing that it is not just a case of a surface energy minimi-
zation dominant process, but also a deformation energy
dominant process that is mainly due to the oxygen incorpo-
ration in the ZrN lattice and thus the creation of inherent
structural defects.

The distinct behaviors occurring within the different

zones can also be correlated with the resistivity values �taken
at room temperature�, as a function of the reactive gas flow
�Fig. 7�. The initial low values of resistivity are related with
the “roughly” metallic nature of the films, with compositions
between that of Zr and substoichiometric ZrN�O� �see Fig.
1�. The low oxygen content and the similar structure
obtained—�111�—for all the films make them very similar in
structural terms. The increase of resistivity for reactive gas
flows higher than 7 SCCM can be explained by the decrease
of the metallic bond contribution and the formation of
oxygen-doped ZrN crystalline phase towards a nitrogen-
oxygen-rich phase, similar to that of Zr3N4. The decrease of
the metallic bond contribution can be described by a model
of bonding of metal �oxy�nitrides. The electron charges of
the transition-metal transfer to nitrogen �and oxygen� forms
the transition-metal �oxy�nitride. Accordingly, higher N/Zr
and O/Zr atomic ratios result in a higher consumption of the
free d electrons from zirconium atoms and thus fewer free d
electrons are available for conduction. This reduction of the
number of free electrons decreases the metallic bond contri-
bution and increases the covalent Zr–N and ionic Zr–O
bonds,38 thus increasing the resistivity. Another factor that
could decrease the metallic bond contribution39 and subse-
quently increasing the resistivity is the growing incorpora-
tion of oxygen and nitrogen within the ZrN matrix, which
leads to lattice distortions. Finally, another factor that is also
important for the increase of resistivity observed for reactive
gas flows higher than 7.0 SCCM is the increase of the grain
boundaries �grain size is reduced as a function of reactive gas
flow in this region and thus the number of grain boundaries
increases�, which favors the scattering of electrons and thus
the increase of resistivity.

The development of an oxygen-doped crystalline phase
similar to that of Zr3N4, as a consequence of growing incor-
poration of interstitial atoms �mostly nitrogen, but also pos-
sibly oxygen�, is consistent with the high values of resistivity
within the region, where this insulating phase25 was identi-
fied by XRD. On increasing the gas flow/oxygen contents
further on, the films revealed a tendency to develop different
structures, which were identified as oxide phases. The occur-

FIG. 6. Change in the film grain size as a function of the reactive gas flow.

FIG. 7. Variation of film electrical resistivity as a function of the reactive
gas flow.
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rence of these highly insulating phases is also consistent with
the fact that it was not possible to measure the resistivity
values of these films.

Figure 8 shows the color coordinates L*, a*, and b*, rep-
resented in the CIELAB �1976� color space.10,11 As can be
seen from the figure, with increasing flow rate from
4 to 5.5 SCCM �increasing oxygen content�, the value of a*

�redness� decreases, while b* �yellowness� and L* �brilliance�
values increase. The color changes from a very bright yellow
pale at the metallic mode to a golden one in transition zone I.
With further increase of the flow rate, the film color changes
to red brownish �high values of a*� in transition zone II and
dark blue �negative b* values and relatively low a* values� at
higher flow rates ��11 SCCM�. A significant decrease of L*

for the films deposited at flows between 5.5 and 10 SCCM
was observed. For reactive gas flows higher than 10 SCCM
the L* coordinate becomes almost constant at a value of
about 55. These results indicate a strong influence of the
reactive gas flow on film color, which is directly related to
the oxygen content in the films.

The optical properties of a material, including its color,
are defined by its electronic structure, namely, intra- and in-
terband electronic transitions, occurring during the interac-
tion of material with incident light. The optical properties of
the metalliclike Zr–O–N films of transition zone I are domi-
nated by the intraband transitions, due to free electrons. The
dielectric function spectra of these films, as measured by
spectroscopic ellipsometry, showed a Drude-like behavior,
typical for metallic materials, with �r negative up to 2.95 eV.
The optical parameters �refractive index n and extinction co-
efficient k taken at 633 nm� of the film deposited at
5.5 SCCM are, respectively, 1.04 and 2.74. With increasing
gas flow the contribution of the interband transitions, due to
bound electrons, became more pronounced, while the contri-
bution of the intraband transitions is less important. This
effect can be observed by the decrease in the brightness �L*�

and a progressive shift of �r to positive values with increas-
ing gas flow. The optical parameters of the films also evolve
with gas flow, n633 increases and k633 decreases, indicating a
decrease in film opacity. The optical parameters n633 and k633

for the film deposited at 7.5 SCCM are 1.66 and 1.63, and
for the film deposited at 9 SCCM, 2.0 and 1.1, respectively.

In the metallic regime, the films exhibit a color, which is
between metallic gray �typical for Zr� and golden �character-
istic of near-stoichiometric ZrN�. In transition zone I �golden
films�, there is almost no change in the colorimetric coordi-
nates, which is consistent with the presence of the near-
stoichiometric ZrN films, and also with the resistivity mea-
surements �Fig. 7�. In transition zone II, a reduction of L*, an
increase of a*, and a reduction of b* can be explained by the
decreasing metallic character of the films �less metallic
Zr–Zr bonds�. The electron charge transfer from Zr atoms to
metalloid �O and N� atoms increases with increasing metal-
loid content in Zr–O–N. Higher metalloid content results in
higher consumption of free d electrons from Zr atoms and
less free d electrons are available for conductivity. Conse-
quently, brilliance �L*� drops with increasing metalloid con-
tent. The XRD data of the films in transition zone III and
oxide regime �Fig. 3� indicate the development of oversto-
ichiometric nitride �oxide� and oxide phases. The film resis-
tivity values �Fig. 8� become extremely high. The optical
properties of these films are governed explicitly by the inter-
band transitions, which are characteristic of semiconducting
materials.

The influence of the reactive gas mixture flow variation
and its effect on the structural properties of the film can also
be correlated with the evolution of its mechanical properties.
Figure 9 shows the change in film hardness and Young’s
modulus as a function of the reactive gas flow. The first
noticeable result is the increase in hardness when going from
the metallic regime films towards those of transition zones I
and II, following the change from a �111� texture to a �200�
one. The maximum value of hardness occurs in the second
transition zone, which is then followed by a decrease reach-
ing an approximately constant value of about 24 GPa for
flows higher than 12 SCCM. It is also worth noting that the
region of the highest peak intensity ratio, I�200� / �I�111�
+I�200�� �Fig. 4�, corresponds to the region of the highest
hardness.

FIG. 8. Average color coordinates in the CIELAB 1976 color space �see
Refs. 10 and 11� under the standard CIE illuminant D65, for the films pre-
pared with different reactive gas flows.

FIG. 9. Hardness and Young’s modulus of the sputtered ZrOxNy films as a
function of the reactive gas flow.
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Although the structural changes seem to dictate this evo-
lution, Figs. 5 and 6 suggest that other parameters are play-
ing an important role. In fact, there are several works in the
literature that try to explain how hardness evolves, taking
into account structural parameters, such as the lattice param-
eter variations, the peak intensity ratio, grain size, residual
stresses, and among others.40 When using ternary nitrides,
based on the introduction of an element in a well-known
binary nitride, such as here adding oxygen to ZrN, the con-
centration of the added element is seen as a major parameter
with a significant role for the observed behavior. This seems
to be also the case here. For low oxygen contents
�6–8 at. % �, hardness values are very similar to that of pure
ZrN. For intermediate oxygen contents there is a maximum
in hardness, which can result from oxygen doping of the ZrN
lattice, giving rise to a solid solution hardening mechanism.
With oxygen insertion, an increased strength of the material
due to lattice distortions is expected.41 The distortion inhibits
the mobility of the dislocations, thus inducing an enhance-
ment in hardness. The fact that no bias voltage was used �no
ion bombardment� results in low surface mobility and thus
the opportunity for oxygen insertions and grain growth �Fig.
6�. This figure shows that the grain growth is playing an
important role and that the region where larger grain sizes
are developed is the one where higher hardness values are
obtained.

By comparing the hardness evolution with the trend as-
sociated with the residual stress in Fig. 5, one might con-
clude that beyond these mentioned parameters, the compres-
sive residual stress state of the samples is also a factor to take
into account. However, it is clear that stresses are not the
only important parameter for the interpretation of the hard-
ness data, since the hardest samples �prepared with gas flows
within the region of 7.5–9 SCCM, and having the hardness
values ranging from 34 to 36 GPa� show a residual stress
decrease from −4.1 to −2.4 GPa. Furthermore, a comparison
between Figs. 5 and 9 shows that the hardness can vary from
about 25 to �35 GPa, for the films with residual stresses
around −3 GPa. These relatively high residual stresses could
be associated with the incorporation of oxygen within the
ZrN lattice, which would induce lattice defects in the film
structure that act as obstacles for the dislocation motion,42,43

thus enhancing hardness.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Thin Zr–O–N films were prepared by dc reactive mag-
netron sputtering. A systematic decrease in the deposition
rate with the increase of the oxygen fraction was observed,
revealing the existence of three different sputtering
modes—a metallic mode, a transition mode �subdivided in
three distinct zones�, and an oxide mode. These different
modes can be explained by the target poisoning by both re-
active gases. The measurements of the target potential are
consistent with the changes in the deposition rate. The struc-
tural characterization revealed a strong dependence of the
film texture on the oxygen content, exhibiting a change from
a �111� fcc ZrN-type growth to �200� for low gas flows. On
increasing the gas flow �increase of oxygen content�, the

films tend to develop a structure that might be similar to that
of Zr3N4 with oxygen inclusions. For relatively high gas
flows, the films exhibited only crystalline structures that
were indexed as oxide phase. These structural changes were
also correlated with the electrical and optical properties of
the films �resistivity and color�. The initial low values of
resistivity are related with the roughly metallic nature of the
films, with compositions between that of Zr and substoichio-
metric ZrN�O�. The resistivity of the films increases for re-
active gas flows higher than 7 SCCM, which can be ex-
plained by the decrease of the metallic bond contribution and
the formation of oxygen-doped ZrN crystalline phase to-
wards a nitrogen+oxygen-rich phase, similar to that of
Zr3N4. The color changes from a very bright yellow pale in
the metallic regime to golden one in transition zone I. With
further increase of the flow rate, the film color changes to red
brownish �high values of a*� in transition zone II and dark
blue �negative b* values and relatively low a* values� at
higher flow rates ��11 SCCM�.

Hardness measurements revealed higher values for the
films in the region where larger grains were developed and
also a dependence of hardness on the residual stress states.
Together with these factors, the structural parameter �XRD
peak intensity ratio� and the compositional parameter �oxy-
gen content� are the factors resulting in such behavior.
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